
VidyoInsights
Dashboarding and analytics tool for on-premises and private cloud deployments

VidyoInsights is a performance monitoring system and analytics tool that allows customers to view 
infrastructure statistics centrally and helps them to understand KPIs of their infrastructure – such as, 
CPU, memory, threads, disk usage, and more. 

VidyoInsights generates visual dashboards for trend analysis that provide reporting and central 
logging analysis required by admins who need server-level granularity. 
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Correlate and analyze disparate data
Bring data together under a seamless experience to help 
system administrators visualize and understand statistics from 
infrastructure and applications

Know how users are connecting
Optimize user experiences and workflows when you 
understand what type of endpoints employees are using to join 
video meetings

Spot trends for improved business planning
Understand usage patterns to justify or adjust your licensing 
model to avoid hitting limits

Identify issues in real-time
Proactively monitor server-level statistics and understand 
failure rates (future)

Near real-time server-level metrics for VidyoPortal & 
VidyoRouter:

CPU Usage: Check how compute is being used on your 
components over time

Memory: Monitor memory consumption of processes to 
determine trends

Network: Identify network issues before they impact 
video performance

Disk: Analyze trends of disk usage and trigger alerts

Database: Track database performance statistics to 
understand the impact of behaviors

Processes: Monitor key processes to understand when 
they may be outside of normal operation

Leverage visual 
dashboards for quick 
access to information: Server Metrics Licensing Usage Activity

Business Benefits

Learn more about VidyoInsights,  contact us today.

Professional Services: Vidyo's dedicated implementation team will conduct the necessary planning to ensure the 
customer's integration is deployed quickly and efficiently. Additionally, training will be provided for the administrative 
staff to enable them to configure dashboards that illustrate peak utilization times and other key server performance 
metrics.
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